
The Programme of Action: Incomplete 
without the Inclusion of Ammunition           

The Programme of Action to Prevent, Combat and 
Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light 
Weapons in All Its Aspects (PoA) cannot achieve 
its objectives without including ammunition in its 
scope. Unless it includes appropriate measures 
to prevent, combat and eradicate the illicit trade 
in the actual material that kills, not merely in their 
delivery systems, implementation of the PoA will be 
incomplete, and ultimately, States’ determinations 
‘to reduce the human suffering caused by the illicit 
trade in SALW’1 will be unsuccessful.

In committing to eradicate the illicit trade in small 
arms and light weapons (SALW) in all its aspects, 
many UN Member States have long understood 
the weapons to encompass ammunition; however, 
the text of the PoA does not explicitly include 
ammunition in the scope of the agreement. At 
present, States are only encouraged to ensure the 
safe storage of ammunition by voluntary guidelines, 
not through a politically binding instrument such 
as the PoA. One such document, the International 
Ammunition Technical Guidelines (IATGs) aims to 
ensure a holistic approach to stockpile management 
of conventional ammunition; however, its practical 
steps merely constitute advice for those States 
wishing to comply. As outlined below, the dangers 
of ammunition’s unsafe storage, as well as its illicit 
trade, warrant specific references to the deadly 
material in a binding agreement like the PoA. 

Why Include Ammunition?

1. Ammunition kills and maims, guns are just 
their delivery systems
In order to reduce the human suffering caused by 
gun violence the PoA must reference the material 
that actually kills and injures. It is ammunition that 
transforms SALW from almost useless, inoperative 
objects into lethal weapons that take away human 
lives and destroy communities. 
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2. Ammunition regulation can deter armed 
conflict
Armed conflict is completely dependent on 
ammunition being resupplied. Controlling the 
ammunition trade offers States near-instant means of 
subduing violent conflict. In both the short and long 
term, the threat of ammunition supply withdrawal 
is likely to warn ammunition recipients away from 
committing atrocities. Ammunition restrictions 
would be particularly effective to counter the illicit 
actions of less trained, non-state militants who tend 
to lack firing discipline, have less efficient logistic 
support, and therefore consume larger quantities of 
ammunition.2 

Over 12 billion bullets are produced every year – 
almost enough to kill every person in the world 

twice.3

3. Ammunition trade volume exceeds that of the 
weapons themselves
The global trade in ammunition for SALW amounts 
to $4.3 billion a year – much more than the trade 
in firearms and light weapons.4 The high risk of 
diversion to unauthorised or illicit users makes the 
transparency and accountability of the ammunition 
trade a priority and integral to realizing human 
security objectives and the PoA itself.

4. Ammunition trade volume is large, but there 
are few large-scale producers
The fact that only 15 states – whose producing 
companies are often state-owned5 – accounted for 
90% of global ammunition exports in 20116 renders 
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the underlying intent and application of the PoA.’11 

Such statements at BMS6 reflected the fact that 
support for the inclusion of ammunition in the scope 
of the PoA is strongest among the very regions of 
the world that are most affected by SALW violence, 
such as South and Central America, the Caribbean, 
and Africa. Meanwhile, Arab States noted that their 
regional instrument included ammunition in its 
scope.12 

The European Union and Australia have 
consistently expressed their disappointment with 
the absence of direct mention of ammunition in the 
PoA.13

Alongside these States and other civil society 
representatives, IANSA members advocated for the 
inclusion of ammunition in the scope of the PoA at 
BMS6 and will continue to do so in the future.

“If small arms production worldwide 
miraculously came to an abrupt halt, official 

stockpiles were made totally secure, and 
all security forces surplus weapons were 

destroyed, the enormous numbers of firearms 
in circulation—particularly among civilians—

could continue to facilitate high levels of 
gun violence for many years if access to 

ammunition remains unabated.”14

This paper was prepared for IANSA by Lawrence 
Robinson. An earlier version was published in June 
2016 for the Sixth Biennial Meeting of States on 
Small Arms (BMS6).
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ammunition control, and restrictions within the scope of 
the PoA, significantly easier. As states face significant 
technical challenges in creating their own production 
capacities, international ammunition trade control 
measures would prove very effective in realizing the 
PoA’s objectives. 

5. Ammunition storage is even more challenging 
and dangerous than for guns
Improperly stored and handled ammunition stockpiles 
can explode. Inclusion of ammunition in the PoA 
can set a framework and guidance for safe, effective 
stockpile management and destruction. 

The annual average number of unplanned explosions 
at munitions sites was 6 times higher in the 2000s than 
in the 1980s.7In January 2002, an ammunition dump in 
Lagos, Nigeria exploded, killing over 1,000 people.8 

Such incidents of accidental munition explosions often 
result in not just deaths and injuries, but millions of 
dollars in damage to buildings and infrastructure.9 

Who Supports the Inclusion of Ammunition? 

At the Biennial Meeting of the States in 2016 (BMS6), 
Ghana asserted that ‘ammunition proliferation and 
misuse is a fundamental component of the wider 
problem of arms proliferation and misuse.’10 Due to the 
scale of the ammunition trade, munitions’ perishability, 
and the need for resupplies, Ghana further noted 
that ammunition’s inclusion in the PoA in fact created 
unique opportunities to aid conflict- and crime-affected 
communities. 

Supported by 43 other States, Ghana expressed the 
view that the inclusion of ammunition is ‘fundamental to 
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